Iso™ LED Ledge Light

Recommended Uses:

- Walls
- Bartops
- Stairs
- Eve / Accent

Form # 17-0041-ULS
NEW Iso™ LED Ledge Light

Marine grade A360 alloy • 40,000 hr. lifespan • Anti-moisture connections • Water resistant LED compartment

New Features:
- The lamp is now “serviceable”, allowing for trouble-free replacement.
- Now offering 2 lumen options (40 and 140 lumen models) in both 2700K and 3000K color temperatures.
- New FLEX™ Auxiliary Lead for simplified installation. The new Iso™ Ledge Light comes with an 8 foot primary wiring lead and a new 2 foot FLEX™ Auxiliary Lead.

Serviceable LED module, 40 or 140 lumen, 2700K or 3000K available

Replaceable LED Light Engine
IS6-LED-27K-40L
IS6-LED-30K-40L
IS6-LED-27K-140L
IS6-LED-30K-140L

Iso - Bronze Finish
IS6-27K-40L-BZ-F
IS6-30K-40L-BZ-F
IS6-27K-140L-BZ-F
IS6-30K-140L-BZ-F

Iso - Black Finish
IS6-27K-40L-BK-F
IS6-30K-40L-BK-F
IS6-27K-140L-BK-F
IS6-30K-140L-BK-F

NEW Iso™ LED Ledge Light

Select The Right Output For The Job.

140 lumen recommended for elevations over 4’ - 5’ tall.

40 lumen recommended for elevations under 4’ tall.

New FLEX™ Auxiliary Lead simplifies installation.

Bendable mounting tabs for more secure installation.

Two Color Temperatures - 2700K & 3000K

The CCT rating for a lamp is a general “warmth” or “coolness” measurement of its appearance. The lower the “Kelvin” temperature the “warmer” the light, the higher the “Kelvin” temperature the “cooler” the light. A typical halogen MR16 lamp runs from 2800K to 3100K. The new Iso™ is offered in both 2700K and 3000K models.